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Since this is a 2 button MIDI controller, the centre is the most essential button with a midi send mode, swing and hold as well as

entering a note, while the less important side button is for extra functions such as note sustain. The buttons have a good amount of
pressure sensitivity which can make them easy to use in conjunction with other physical MIDI controllers or a computer. Before we

start, we want to address why we decided to include this free website in our list. Its a hard decision to make and it is even harder to
put it out there for the world to see. But when a reputable (seemingly) website claims to be able to offer free midi files, the chances of
being up to scratch are higher as opposed to one that is poorly done or not secure enough to show. So firstly, lets clear that up. If you

are looking for free midi files, we have found that this website offers the best experience. Midi is commonly used to communicate
musical information, hence why its important to have a good midi library on you. From strings to panned leads, it can be a good place

to start. Since we wrote the guide about readying the X, we couldnt think of a better place to start. You could continue to add new
content via the midi editor and share it online. The X is an instrument control drum machine that comes in a disco coloured package. It

is perfect for anyone looking to get a satisfying and quality midi controller and its fun to use. With a variety of functions that can be
controlled via midi, you are getting a lot of content for your money. But before you buy, make sure to check out this free midi library.
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